R-1. Reporting- Mandated Reporters: Are program administrators and personnel aware of which program personnel are mandated reporters?

**Guidance:** Under the Ohio Revised Code, certain individuals are categorized as mandated reporters, which means they have a legal duty to report. All program personnel in OSU youth program and activities are mandated reporters under the Youth Activities & Programs policy.

**Testing:** Discuss with program administrator & personnel.

R-2. Reporting- Making a Report: Are program personnel aware of the steps required to make a report?

**Guidance:** The steps involved in making a report of suspected abuse or neglect are outlined section II of the [Youth Activities & Programs Policy](#).

**Testing:** Discuss with program administrator & personnel.

R-3. Reporting- Red-Flag Reporting: Are program personnel aware of how to report red flag behaviors or other concerns?

**Guidance:** A Red flag behavior (predatory behavior, boundary testing, sexually suggestive conversations, etc.) is required to be reported to program administrators, or with OIE if behavior is not acted upon by program administrators.

**Testing:** Discuss reporting requirement with program personnel, discuss red flag documentation with program administrator.